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the braillists foundation is the non-profit organization that focuses on
advancing the use of braille technology for those with visual disabilities.
members of the braillists community can participate in the foundation by
donating time, money, materials and helping with events. in addition to
our work with the foundation, j.j. has been invited to join the foundation

board of directors. learn more about the braillists foundation on their
website. to learn more about the braillist foundation, follow the

organization on twitter @braillistfs the braillists foundation is the non-
profit organization that focuses on advancing the use of braille technology
for those with visual disabilities. members of the braillists community can

participate in the foundation by donating time, money, materials and
helping with events. in addition to our work with the foundation, j.j. has
been invited to join the foundation board of directors. learn more about
the braillist foundation on their website. to learn more about the braillist
foundation, follow the organization on twitter @braillistfs as it has been

for the past several years, the braillists foundation will be a sponsor of the
braille convergence conference. the conference is the largest industry

gathering for those working in braille, tactile graphics and related fields.
all of the information and details about the conference are listed on their
website. to learn more about braille convergence, follow the conference

on twitter @brailleconvergence as part of the braillists foundation, j.j. has
been working with the team to establish the braillist foundation braille
champions program. the braille champions are a group of passionate

braille artists and braille technologists that join together to share
knowledge and work on projects to enhance braille technology. we all

know that the digital world is moving at a fast pace, with new
technologies evolving at a crazy rate. j. talks about his recent experience
with the braille champions and how he hopes the program will help other

braille artists stay up to date and start their own projects.
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